The many boys and girls of Taliesin, hundreds from first to last, all be-
haved themselves with self-respect. And so far as Olgivanna and I could
see (none too far, of course)—with circumspection. The first several years,
however, there were some exceptions to the latter. But during all ten
years of Fellowship-in-residence we have yet to look back and complain of
an insolent act, or any unwillingness to carry on as required—or very
much shirking. While free occupation was a hard lesson to be learned,
we had only a few slackers, some with native disabilities, some dazed—
not knowing what it was all about, but few real incompetents. Perhaps a
dozen that I can remember. Naturally such would not last very long in our
atmosphere and activity anyway. This loyal Spirit of the Fellowship in
face of such handicaps of accommodation and equipment as ours was truly
remarkable. I look back upon the circumstance with astonishment and no
little gratification.
In the first years we had much altered and reconditioned the old build-
ings. We were trying to complete a large new one—our Draughting
Room, flanked by sixteen small apprentice rooms, eight on either side.
The old buildings had a new lease on life now—all protected under good
tile roofs. The tile roofs that are a separate story. I don't want to forget it.
These first years of Fellowship went rapidly by for young and old.
Young fellows would hitch-hike across the continent—and from as far
away as the country was wide—to join us if they could. We were com-
pelled, for lack of means and room, to refuse more than four hundred.
Had I enough money to keep and feed them we could have filled the
valley with hopeful young workers and might have started Broadacre
City right then and there, ourselves. They have kept on coming in from
all sides though we have never proselytized for apprentices as we never
have for clients. But the sad fact is, those we were compelled to refuse
were often the most desirable ones. Skilled workers they were, often.
THE OFFICIOUS SAMARITAN
And then one day when we were looking forward to getting into our
buildings the blow fell—not prohibition this time, but 'relief'. The
Administration of our government suddenly placed some forty or more
of our workmen in a position where they could figure out that by doing
nothing at all they could have a few dollars more in pocket from the
government than they were getting from us. We had been keeping about
seven families in Iowa County out of the poorhouse and about as many
more in neighbouring Dane County, All our men had good quarters in
which to sleep. They had good food, the best, and plenty of it. They were
pleased and satisfied. But now the men—several or more at a time—
would decide to quit; more and more would come in to me and say, * We are
going to take advantage of Relief.' I had no argument to advance because
the only inducement I could make would be to outbid the Administration
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